
      A Digital Printing Company 

JollyMedia is capable of wrapping a vehicle or any size, and no matter the type of 

vehicle we will wrap it for you as per your needs.  

Are you looking for acrylic makeup boxes? 

Or acrylic organizers? Jollymedia does all 

types of Acrylic works you require.   

We offer complete custom printed pop-up 

stand solutions incorporating vivid graphics 

suitable for your business. All our pop-up 

stands come with fixable frames and focus 

lights. 

Our high-quality roll-up banners are ideal 

for increasing brand visibility and catching customer’s eyes. Printed Roll-up banners 

are perfect for exhibitions, conferences, promotional events. 

Want your memories to turn into work of art? You can easily do it with a canvas print 

in Dubai from JollyMedia! 

Our large format printing services are 

printed with care ensuring the quality of the 

print!  

Mall Branding 

Mall branding in UAE is one of the most 

common ways to draw attention to your 

brand. A great way to make your brand 

noticeable at the mall!   

We specialize in making wooden or acrylic product display stands of any size and 

shape up to our client’s needs. 

Jollymedia is one of the best exhibitions stand service providers in the UAE.  We are 

experienced in making exhibition stands, such as expo stands and branding them. 

flag printing is for our clients who want to see their design replicated on fabric instead 

of on paper. We combine our high-end machines with our skilled manpower to give 

you the best outcome! 

Danglers are eye-catching a perfect way to catch your customers’ eye. Danglers come 

in multiple shapes and designs and they are a great way to convey simple messages. 



Canvas Printing 
Want your memories to turn into work of art? You 

can easily do it with a canvas print in Dubai from 

JollyMedia. 

Our large format printing machines ensure the 

quality is not compromised in large scale prints. 

Hence, we use the finest cotton blend for our 

canvases. 

Canvas printing in Dubai has gotten popular over 

the years because of some advantages like you can 

install them in semi-humid environments such as bathroom and canvases don’t exhibit any glare. 

Multi Panel Canvas 

Why have 1 canvas when you can have multiple different canvases! Fully personalised canvas made 

from your photos and text! 

Single Panel Canvas 

The most common type of canvas, 

available in all sizes! These canvases 

are fully customisable using your 

photos, text and ideas! 

Danglers 

Danglers are eye-catching a 
perfect way to catch your 

customers’ eye. Danglers come in multiple shapes and designs and they are a 
great way to convey simple messages. 

If you are looking for customized danglers, Jollymedia specializes in danglers 

an we ensure to provide you with high-quality service each time. Our custom 
printed danglers guarantee to give you maximum visibility in a minimum place 
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